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THE KNOWLEDGE SEEKERS
Have you always wondered what it would really be like 
to live and study in London, the UK’s fantastic capital?  
If you’re at this stage, this eBook, The All-in-One Student’s 
Guide to Studying in London is perfect for you. This guide 
includes testimonials from former London students that will 
provide real life insight and help to answer your questions 
about what it is really like to live in the ‘Old Smoke.’

 THE APPLIERS
Do you feel like your heart is already set on studying  
in London? This guide will tell you what you can expect 
when you make the journey across the pond to London. 
Real life accounts from former students who both lived 
and studied in London will help to give you a more truthful 
view of the whole experience. The case studies will explore 
everything from top tips to favorite British dishes…

 THE DEPARTERS
If you’re raring to depart on your London adventure,  
you are probably already aware of everything that is 
in this guide. But if you would like to read about the  
fun you could have, or if you’re looking for things to  
put on your bucket list, why not read these blogs  
– they’ll add to your excitement!

WHO’S THIS EBOOK FOR?
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MEET THE AUTHOR
IT CAN BE DAUNTING WHEN 
YOU MAKE THE DECISION TO 
ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL  
IN THE UK, BUT IT’S EXCITING 
AS WELL! IN 2012, I WAS IN 
YOUR SHOES…

Hello, 
My name is Ashley Jeanson and I live 
in New York City. 

I earned my BA in Journalism from San  
Diego State University before deciding to 
branch out and look for a Master’s program 
in the UK. I ended up taking the leap and 
studying abroad, receiving my MA in Education 
from the University of Roehampton in London. 
Studying in the UK changed my life and helped 
me to grow into the person I am today.

I am now a US Advisor for Across the 
Pond and want to help you on your journey, 
just like they helped me. 

In this eBook, we want to share with you the 
experiences that some of our Across The Pond 
advisors had during their time living and 
studying in London, so you can have some 
first-hand insights into what it’s really like!

CHECK OUT #LOVELDNSTUDY 
ON TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM 
FOR MORE TIPS FROM OTHER 
STUDENTS AND TO ADD YOUR 
OWN!
If you do have any concerns, please get 
in touch with me. I am more than happy 
to help you with your exciting journey  
across the pond!  

Ashley
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INTRODUCING THE ATP TEAM ... 
Across the Pond’s team have all been in 
your shoes; they have gone through the same 
process of deciding to study abroad, and 
then carefully choosing where and what they 
want to study. And because they worked with 
Across the Pond to do this, they each had 
their own Across the Pond advisor, of 
course! They know exactly how you feel,  
as well as what you would probably like to 
know about the opportunity.

Each of them loved their time in the UK and 
are eager to share their experiences with you 
in order to support you as you decide whether 
or not to make the move to London.

So here we introduce the ATP team  
who chose London and shared their stories. 

ENJOY!

ALI UPTON
DALLAS, TX
KING'S 
COLLEGE 
LONDON
MA ENGLISH: 
1850-PRESENT 

KELSEY GRODE
ERIE, PA
KING'S 
COLLEGE 
LONDON
MA IN EARLY 
MODERN 
HISTORY

ASHLEY JEANSON 
SAN DIEGO, CA

UNIVERSITY OF 
ROEHAMPTON
MA EDUCATION

LEAH ROGERS
QUEENS, NY
KINGSTON 
UNIVERSITY
MA MUSEUM AND 
GALLERY STUDIES
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LAURA REID
NEW ORLEANS, LA
UNIVERSITY OF 
ROEHAMPTON
MA EDUCATION



KELSEY GRODE
DESCRIBE YOUR UK UNIVERSITY 
EXPERIENCE IN LESS THAN 100 
WORDS:
My university was located in the heart of 
London, which meant that there was always 
something exciting happening on and off 
campus. 

My program was challenging and really pushed 
me to become a better student. It allowed me 
the independence to expand my mind while 
also offering just the right amount of guidance to 
keep me on the right track. 

The best part was being able to see the behind 
the scenes workings at the Museum of London 
and the Victoria and Albert museum - every 
history major’s dream! 

WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP  
FOR OTHER STUDY ABROAD 
STUDENTS?
Remember that it’s only temporary – you’ll be in 
the UK for a limited amount of time, so try to 
experience as much as you can! While staying 
in and watching Netflix can be tempting 
sometimes, push yourself outside of your comfort 
zone and go explore. Say yes to as many 
things as possible. Be purposeful in your time 
overseas. Be an active participant in your 
experience. 

SUM UP YOUR EXPERIENCE 
IN 3 WORDS:

LIFE-CHANGING 
ADVENTURE

WHAT WAS THE BEST 
ATTRACTION YOU VISITED?
The Sky Garden. It gave you a breathtakingly 
beautiful view of the city (for free!) 

FAVORITE BRITISH FOOD 
YOU ATE?
Crumpets 

KELSEY
GRODE
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ASHLEY JEANSON
DESCRIBE YOUR UK UNIVERSITY 
EXPERIENCE IN LESS THAN 100 
WORDS:
Living in London has been the best experience 
of my life thus far. I lived in Richmond, very 
close to the University of Roehampton. It was 
the perfect mix of nature (Richmond houses 
the largest park in London) and city, and it’s 
easy to get into central London by taking the 
fast train. 

My program was perfect for me as it provided 
enough independent study to cater to my 
intense traveling ways, but also was intellectually 
stimulating enough to keep my attention.  
I loved my year abroad!

WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP  
FOR OTHER STUDY ABROAD 
STUDENTS?
Don’t let fear paralyze you. I’ve seen study 
abroad students turn back within the first few 
weeks because they were afraid of change. 
Being open to change is the best thing we 
can do as humans and allows for real growth.

SUM UP YOUR EXPERIENCE 
IN 3 WORDS:

ADVENTUROUS, 
REJUVENATING, 
REWARDING

WHAT WAS THE BEST 
ATTRACTION YOU VISITED?
In the UK, Oxford was truly one of my 
favorite attractions.

Outside the UK, going to Rome was a major 
highlight and the Colosseum was surreal. 
(Living in the UK allowed me to travel to 
Europe often, which made my heart happy).

FAVORITE BRITISH FOOD 
YOU ATE?
STICKY TOFFEE PUDDING! 

ASHLEY 
JEANSON
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LEAH ROGERS
DESCRIBE YOUR UK UNIVERSITY 
EXPERIENCE IN LESS THAN 100 
WORDS:
The course was simultaneously collaborative, 
intensive, and supportive. We hit the ground 
running with briefs from real institutions – it 
was wonderful to have hands-on experience. 
All of our work was supported by the study 
and application of theory (whether via 
classroom teaching/ discussion or via guided 
self-study). 

While this may not always be the case for all 
programs, I really benefited from having a 
small course size – only fourteen students 
total, including myself. I enjoyed getting to 
know and working closely with my 
classmates, who ultimately became colleagues 
in the working context of the course. 

Kingston itself was also a really lovely place 
to study – very easy to get into central London, 
but felt very much like its own town. It especially 
came alive in spring and summer, when there 
was easy access to fun and entertainment on 
the Thames!

WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP  
FOR OTHER STUDY ABROAD 
STUDENTS?
Try new things, and not necessarily just in 
context of the course. I never even dreamed 
of going to a ceilidh, as an example, and 
came to find the style of dancing (and the 
atmosphere) so much fun!

SUM UP YOUR EXPERIENCE 
IN 3 WORDS:

CHALLENGING 
AND FUN
WHAT WAS THE BEST 
ATTRACTION YOU VISITED?
Ah, difficult question for a museum studies 
student! Westminster Abbey is one site that 
particularly stands out, though there are many 
I could have chosen in its stead!

FAVORITE BRITISH FOOD 
YOU ATE?
HUGE fan of the traditional Sunday roasts. 
And chicken and stuffing sandwiches. And 
sticky toffee pudding. There are so many 
good things to try! London has examples of a 
huge variety of food cultures from within and 
outside of the UK; I even had haggis pizza 
and liked it quite a bit!

LEAH 
ROGERS
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LAURA REID

WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP  
FOR OTHER STUDY ABROAD 
STUDENTS?
Go to your lectures to get the most out of your 
program and make time for travel and trying 
new things. A happy balance is everything. 

SUM UP YOUR EXPERIENCE 
IN 3 WORDS:

EYE-OPENING, FUN, 
LIFE-CHANGING

WHAT WAS THE BEST 
ATTRACTION YOU 
VISITED?
Brick Lane for a curry, Tower of 
London for history, Madison for a 
snazzy cocktail and Ye Olde 
Cheshire Cheese for a pint.

FAVORITE BRITISH FOOD 
YOU ATE?
Sunday Roast with a pint!

LAURA 
REIDDESCRIBE YOUR UK UNIVERSITY 

EXPERIENCE IN LESS THAN 100 
WORDS:
For me, Roehampton was a peaceful haven 
amongst the wonderful hustle and bustle of 
London. The staff were supportive and caring 
and the lectures were meaningful and relevant. 
I felt challenged by the course but also 
prepared for each step of my master’s program. 
I am proud to be an alumna of the University of 
Roehampton.
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ALI UPTON
DESCRIBE YOUR UK 
UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE IN 
LESS THAN 100 WORDS:
Studying at King’s College gave me the 
experience of a true Londoner. Aside from  
the constant rigorous studies, I almost forgot 
I was a student sometimes. 

There seemed to be less of a student life at 
the graduate level than I’d expected, but 
between exploring London, trying foods 
from around the world, seeing West End 
theatre shows, and so much more, London 
was all the excitement, culture and 
experience I could ever want. 

Academically, there was no more perfect 
place to study English literature, where 
authors I studied had lived and written and 
were inspired by the very same city.

WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP  
FOR OTHER STUDY ABROAD 
STUDENTS?
The academics will likely be the biggest 
challenge/difference from what you’re  
used to. 

Be aggressive as far as seeking out help, 
and don’t forget to ask your fellow British 
classmates too!

 My tutors helped me write my papers to 
meet the British standards, but my British 
classmates taught me how to study more 
strategically and utilize my time as best I 
could to both study and explore; a year 
goes so quickly!

SUM UP YOUR EXPERIENCE 
IN 3 WORDS:

LIFE-CHANGING, 
OVERWHELMING, 
ACCOMPLISHMENT
WHAT WAS THE BEST 
ATTRACTION YOU VISITED?
As far as tourist attractions go, Westminster 
Abbey is the best! The guided tour inside  
that walks you through the tombs of so  
many famous monarchs and writers is mind-
blowing. I stood in awe knowing Queen 
Elizabeth was buried right in front of me.

FAVORITE BRITISH FOOD 
YOU ATE?
Sticky Toffee Pudding. “Pudding” is often  
used in place of “dessert.” So, in this case, 
this is not a pudding, but actually a date  
cake drenched in toffee sauce and cream. 
Heavenly.

ALI 
UPTON
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Our advisors all had a fantastic time in  
the UK, making sure they were able to  
get the most out of their experiences.  
They fully immersed themselves in the  
British culture, from joining societies,  
to exploring the city, to tasting weird  
and wonderful foods. All of the little  
things add up to an incredible experience, 
which they all look back on fondly. 

If you like a challenge and are ready for an 
adventure, like our advisors were, don’t be 
scared to take that step and study in the UK. 
You won’t regret it! 

We are here to help you and to make the 
process of studying abroad as smooth and  
as easy as possible. If you’re unsure about 
where to study in the UK, how to write your 
personal statement, or how to apply for you 
visa application, the Across The Pond advisors 
are able to help with it all.

So don’t sit and wonder what it would be  
like to study and live in London; talk to our 
advisors and find out today! And then you  
can decide to take the plunge yourself and 
go on an adventure of a lifetime!

GET IN TOUCH … 

#LOVELDNSTUDY
EXCITED ABOUT STUDYING IN LONDON?

SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS USING
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